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Pastoral Parliament 
• 2-day discussion forum
• Pastoralists discuss the issues that impact 
and affect them
• 4 core values of equity
• No explicit religious, caste, sect, 
geographic or political affiliation
• Win and help others win
• Equal opportunities for everybody in 
activities of the parliament
• Inclusive Processes
Why it started
• Absence of institutions to address the concerns of commons 
• No representation of pastoralists in state and national 
assemblies
• Need to 
• form and strengthen alliance of pastoralists
• recognize and mainstream the pastoral knowledge on 
commons and livestock
• give collective voice to pastoralists
• Absence of state and national policy on commons
• Land grabbing happening majorly on commons
• In 2006 a decision was made to unite through parliament
Journey so 
far
Parliament Year Footfall (No. of pastorlaists)
first 2008, Bechraji 1200
second 2009, Bechraji 1700
third 2010, Sayla 3500
fourth 2012, Kutch 1240
fifth 2014, Patan 3000
sixth 2015, Kutch 4500
seventh 2016, Hareej 1800
eighth 2017, Khambhaliya 3500
ninth 2018, Ambaji 2200
Processes
• Untill 2012 the parliaments were completely organized by Marag. 
• The venue of parliament was decided based on Marag’s geography of intervention 
• Then Marag expanded its coverage and made institutions.
• 3 months prior to the parliament planning process started
• By the end of each parliament the participating pastoralists offered for hosting the next parliament 
• Based on the invitations received and the need assessment by the core committee of the CBOs, venue 
was finalized. The process facilitated by Marag
• Preliminary meeting one month in advance by the core committee members in the village where 
the parliament is to be hosted. 
• Formation of Local committee
• Expenditure for the event born by the community and roles and responsibilities clearly delegated
• Mobilisation of people who will attend the parliament through
• Social media, Village night meetings, Campaigns, Poster and slogans, Video clips of religious and 




• Region and statewise sharing of issues and 
challenges
• Making of charter of demands
• Political and community leaders respond to 
these demands and explain their stand
• Action points made for future course of action
Follow up
• The CBOs (MVS, MMA) receive a mandate from 
the parliaments regarding the pressing issues in 
their areas like commons, livestock and 
government schemes
• The follow up is done in the areas identified as 
per the mandate.
• Alliance building in identified areas
• Every subsequent parliament takes note of the 
progress made regarding action points of the 
previous parliament.
Social Impact
• Successfully overcame the cultural and caste 
barriers 
• Pastoral unity strengthened across the state
• Bringing the pastoralist community under 
one umbrella. Earlier there were Bharwads, 
Rabari etc now there is one community 
called Maldhari
• Regional differences were dissolved.
• Community contribution mobilised
Geographical replication in Rajasthan and Uttarakhand
• Economic Impact
• More than 67 villages regained their access and control over commons
• 76 livestock vadas were reclaimed on the name of the pastoralist applicants
• Government passed resolution to give the vada on the name of the pastoralists
• Stay levied on eco sensitive zone in Rampara which benefitted 76000 number of 
livestock from 800 families of 8 villages
• Political Impact
• The pressure group built to exercise control over commons
• Grazing land policy which was affecting the rights of the pastoralists was cancelled
• Mainstreaming the rangeland and commons issues at the state level
• Drafting of policy on commons
• Mention of commons in state and national level manifestos as a result of Marag’s 
intervention
• Two CBOs promoted
Mainstreaming our agenda
Challenges
• The social and cultural barriers still exist-
sometimes weakening the processes
• Selfish interest of the political leaders 
having their own agenda
• As commons is not the priority of the ruling 
government, political leaders try to 
influence and avoid the redressal of issues 
in the parliament
• National level policy on commons is still 
facing problems in getting the due attention
• The lack of government participation 
Lessons learnt
• Understanding patterns of grazing land and the 
issue of commons is useful in formulating 
strategies on securing rangelands for local 
rangeland users
• Focus should always be on the local issues related 
to pastoralism
• Youth engagement helps in better mobilization
• The knowledge generated in these platforms 
should be preserved and shared
• Pastoral parliament can act as a platform 
• To launch community based alliances
• To expand in a newer geography
Road ahead
• Replicate the processes in eight more 
states and five south Asian countries
• Establishing 15th June as a foundation 
day of pastoral parliaments across the 
globe
• Initiate youth and women pastoral 
parliament to recognize their role in 
sustaining pastoralism and protecting 
commons
Jai Maldhari
